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Children can try their hand at re-creating ancient Israelite culture—along with the cultures of

their neighbors, the Philistines and Phoenicians—in a way that will provide perspective on

current events. The book covers a key period from the Israelites’ settlement in Canaan in 1200

B.C.E. to their return from exile in Babylonia in 538 B.C.E. This part of the Middle East—no

larger than modern-day Michigan—was the birthplace of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. More

than 35 projects include stomping grapes into juice, building a model Phoenician trading ship,

making a Philistine headdress, and writing on a broken clay pot. Israelites', Phoenicians', and

Philistines' writing and languages, the way they built their homes, the food they ate, the clothes

they wore, and the work they did, and of course, their many interesting stories, are all explored.
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Further InvestigationsBibliographyIndexFOREWORDThe ancient Near East is as fascinating

as it is vast. The more archaeologists dig up, the more questions we seem to have. The more

questions we have, the more fun it becomes trying to answer them. This is especially true of

the peoples who lived in the land once called Canaan, namely the Philistines, Phoenicians,

and Israelites. Though the region is very small, roughly the size of Lake Michigan (!), it has

fascinated people for hundreds of years.This fascination is due, in part, to the huge impact that

the Bible has had on world history and on the three great religious traditions of Judaism,

Christianity, and Islam. In fact, you could even say that if we didn’t have the Bible, the world we

live in today would be very different. Certainly, three of the religions that are most familiar to us

today would be different. Yet it isn’t just the religions of these ancient peoples that interest us,

but also their cultures—their languages, the way they built their homes, the way they traveled,

the food they ate, the clothes they wore, the music they listened to, and of course, their many

interesting stories.Yet, speaking as a scholar of the ancient Near East, I can honestly say that

getting to know the ancient Israelites, Philistines, and Phoenicians can be a difficult task, since

there are so many things we don’t know about them. The Bible, of course, and few other

ancient texts do give us insights into their world, but even these records don’t answer all of our

questions. The discoveries of archaeologists also shed light on the world of these peoples, but

archaeologists can provide only part of the picture. So getting to know these ancient peoples is

sort of like trying to put together a big jigsaw puzzle that is missing a lot of its pieces.What

makes this book so great is that it gives us the largest and most important pieces to the puzzle

and shows us how to have fun putting them together. Marian Broida introduces us firsthand to

the Israelites, Philistines, and Phoenicians by showing us how to make food they might have

eaten (yummy!) and how to construct models of their ancient homes, ships, musical

instruments, and pottery. She even shows us how to write in the ancient Israelite alphabet, a

script that hasn’t been taught to kids for over 2,000 years.What’s more—and this your parents

might like to know—is that this book informs us about these ancient cultures and their religions

with historical accuracy and sensitivity to the complex issues surrounding the study of ancient

Israel and its neighbors. This book, then, is interesting, informative, accurate, and—most of all

—it is fun! So grab some paint, a little clay, and oh, yes, a bunch of newspaper for the mess,

and let’s get started!Scott NoegelProfessor of Biblical and Ancient Near Eastern

StudiesUniversity of WashingtonTime Line
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StudiesUniversity of WashingtonTime LineThis time line shows some of the important events in

the lives of the ancient Israelites, Phoenicians, and Philistines. Like this book, it begins about



1200 B.C.E., when the Israelites were settling in the hills of Canaan, and ends about 600 years

later, when many Israelites returned home from captivity in Babylonia.From the Bible, you may

know of the stories of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob;their wives Sarah, Rebecca, Rachel, and

Leah;and Moses, who led the Israelites out of slavery in Egypt. These stories took place before

this time line begins.All dates in this timeline are B.C.E.—before the year 1. Some people use

the letters B.C. for such dates. Why do we say B.C.E.? You can read about it on page xvi.The

symbol ~ in front of a date means “about.” ~ 1100 B.C.E. means “about 1,100 years before the

year 1.”In ancient times, people didn’t use the same kinds of systems for dates that we do

today. Modern scholars have to estimate when some things occurred, and often they disagree.

Don’t be surprised if you find different dates elsewhere for some of these events.Finally, these

groups of people were very busy. This time line lists only a few of the most important events in

their lives.IntroductionAbout 3,200 years ago, huge changes occurred in lands around the

eastern Mediterranean Sea. Mighty empires buckled as shiploads of invaders attacked their

coasts. New people entered ancient lands, among them the land of Canaan (KAY-nan or Ke-

NA-an) in western Asia. Philistines (FILL-iss-teens) settled on Canaan’s southern coast, while

Israelites (IZ-ray-e-lites) built small villages on its sparsely settled hills. Canaanites called the

Phoenicians (fo-NEE-shuns) took advantage of the weakening empires and began to create

their own. These three ancient groups—the Israelites, Phoenicians, and Philistines—shared

the land once called Canaan during a time known as the Iron Age. Their cultures are described

in this book.Where Was the Land of Canaan?From synagogue or church, you may think of

Canaan as the home of the ancient Israelite people—a country perhaps the size of modern

Israel and the Palestinian territories combined. But ancient writings on stone or clay give a

different meaning to the name Canaan. In these inscriptions, ancient Canaan was much bigger

than modern Israel. It included Lebanon to the north, parts of modern Syria and Jordan, and

Israel and the Palestinian territories.Ancient Canaan was a region, not a country. Its inhabitants

included the Jebusites (JEB-yoo-sites), Horvites, Amorites, and others. We don’t know the

names of all these groups. The Bible sometimes just calls them Canaanites.The Mediterranean

Sea during the Iron Age: places mentioned in this bookIn modern Jerusalem, an ancient tower

catches the sun. It’s part of a structure called the Citadel, first erected by King Herod about

2,000 years ago and rebuilt several times since. Even the oldest parts of the Citadel were built

long after the events in this book. Courtesy of Scott Noegel.A Note on Pronouncing

NamesYou’ll find tips on pronouncing tricky names the first time they appear. Tips look like this:

Nebuchadnezzar (neb-oo-khad-NEZ-zer). Confused by the letters kh in the pronunciation?

They stand for a sound that’s not part of ordinary English but one you may use anyway. Have

you ever said yecch or blecch, or the name of the German composer Bach? (YEKH, BLEKH,

BAKH.) That’s the sound!What Is This Book About?This book is about how the Israelites,

Phoenicians, and Philistines lived their daily lives in the land they shared. Reading it, you’ll

learn to do many things, such as:serve a meal ancient Israelite stylebuild a model Phoenician

shipwrite messages in ancient alphabetsfashion Israelite, Phoenician, and Philistine costumes

and headdressescreate a model Philistine lyre (a stringed musical instrument)shape a

Phoenician-style maskmold a Philistine bird-shaped bowlmake grape juice with your feetYou’ll

learn about examples of ancient writing—crumbling silver scrolls engraved with a blessing like

one still used today, and a mysterious inscription perhaps written by a long-dead Philistine.

You’ll learn how the Israelites turned hillsides into farms growing grain and fruit trees, and how

bold Phoenician sailors risked their lives traveling to far-off lands. You’ll also learn about less-

pleasant subjects such as captivity, child sacrifice, and war.What Time Period Does This Book

Cover?This book covers events between the years 1200 B.C.E. and 538 B.C.E., with



occasional side trips to periods before and after.Have you ever seen the letters B.C.E. after a

date? They stand for “Before the Common Era”—a fancy way of saying “before the year

1.” (See “Telling Time” page xvi.) The first date, 1200 B.C.E., occurred 1,200 years before the

year 1 (or about 3,200 years ago). The second date, 538 B.C.E., occurred only 538 years

before the year 1. You’ll notice the bigger date happened longer ago.The dates 1200 B.C.E.

and 538 B.C.E. were picked for reasons. 1200 B.C.E. marked the entry of the Philistines and

Israelites into Canaan. 538 B.C.E. marked another important date—the time the Persian King

Cyrus II (SIGH-russ the second) allowed the people of Jerusalem, captured in war, to return to

their land. Obviously, there’s a story there and many stories in between. You’ll learn some of

those stories in this book.Telling TimeMost books use the letters B.C. for dates occurring

before the year 1. Why does this book use the letters B.C.E.?The letters B.C. stand for a

religious phrase—”Before Christ.” Christians believe that Jesus, also called Christ, was born

around the year 1—a religious event. Some people would rather use B.C.E. because it stands

for a non-religious phrase, “Before the Common Era.” If you prefer B.C., just say those letters in

your head when you see B.C.E.People who use B.C. for dates before the year 1 usually use

A.D. for dates occurring after the year 1: for example, 800 A.D. (800 years after the year 1). But

A.D., like B.C., is a religious term, standing for “Anno Domini,” Latin for “the year of our Lord.”

“Our Lord” refers to Jesus. Instead of A.D., some people say C.E., which stands for the

Common Era.The Iron AgeThere’s another way to name this book’s time period: the Iron Age.

That’s the period when people used iron to make knives, swords, and other tools and weapons.

Scholars like to name periods in ancient history after the material used to make tools. Just

before the Iron Age was the Bronze Age, and before that were the Copper Age and the Stone

Age.In reality, things weren’t quite this simple, because people didn’t change their ways all at

once. People in the Iron Age still made many tools of bronze and even stone—but they knew

how to make iron tools, too. Earlier, in the Bronze Age, people made a few objects out of iron,

but not well. Their brittle knives and swords shattered too easily.The Peoples, YesDo you think

it’s odd to see the word “people” with an “s” after it? That’s because a “people” can mean all

those sharing the same religion, government, or culture—for example, the American people, or

the Israelite people. Among the Sea Peoples, there were several different cultural

groups.Canaan TransformedDuring the Late Bronze Age, just before the Israelites and

Philistines appeared, Canaan was a land of many small city-states—walled cities ruled by

kings who also controlled the surrounding countryside. Their inhabitants—the Canaanites—

farmed, made fine jewelry and purple dye, traded extensively, and worshipped gods and

goddesses. Around Canaan loomed much larger civilizations, including Egypt and

Mesopotamia (which includes Assyria and Babylonia). The larger civilizations sought to control

the small kingdoms of Canaan, and demanded tribute (payment of precious goods) and loyalty

—or else.With the Iron Age came a new way of life. The Philistines moved into cities in the

coastal plains, bringing with them traditions from across the sea. The Israelites settled in the

Canaanite hills, eventually forming their own united monarchy (kingdom). Some Canaanites

continued to live as they always had, but their influence decreased. Only in the north, among

the Phoenicians, did Canaanite heritage truly live on.One thing didn’t change during the Iron

Age: the meddling of the larger civilizations. During the Iron Age, Assyria, Egypt, and Babylonia

at different times controlled the people in this book: the Phoenicians, Philistines, and

Israelites.The PhoeniciansThe Phoenicians lived mostly in northern Canaan, in an area called

Lebanon. (Today, a country bearing that name occupies nearly the same location.) They

inhabited the famous ancient cities of Tyre (TIRE), Byblos (BIB-los), and Sidon (SIGH-don).

Living on the coast, they sailed the sea in well-built ships and became famous navigators,



sailors, and traders. They established colonies around the Mediterranean Sea and formed a

trading empire that lasted long after the period covered by this book.Carvings on an Egyptian

temple show Philistine prisoners, captured in a long-ago battle in Egypt a few years before the

Philistines entered Canaan. Courtesy of Scott Noegel.The PhilistinesThe Philistines came to

Canaan by way of the Mediterranean Sea. Scholars call them, and other related groups, the

“Sea Peoples.” Before arriving in Canaan, the Sea Peoples battled the Egyptians as well as

other peoples north of Canaan. In Canaan, they settled on the southern coast in large,

impressive cities. At first the Israelites’ enemies, they later lived next to them in relative

peace.Much about the Sea Peoples—such as the exact location of their homeland—remains

mysterious. You’ll read about these mysteries—and some possible answers—in this book.The

IsraelitesThe Israelites are best known to us by the Hebrew Bible, also called the Old

Testament. The Bible tells the stirring story of their flight from Egypt, and the covenant (treaty

or agreement) they made with God at Mount Sinai (SIGH-nigh) on the way to Canaan. Their

first settlements in Canaan were small and crude. As the Israelites grew in power, they

developed a kingdom. Their second king, David, conquered Jerusalem and made it his

capital.After King David’s son Solomon died, the Israelite kingdom split in two, with Israel to the

north and Judah to the south. In this book, we usually call the inhabitants of both kingdoms

Israelites.The Assyrians demolished Israel, but not Judah, in 721 B.C.E. Judah lasted until the

Babylonians destroyed Jerusalem in 587 B.C.E. Many of Jerusalem’s people returned home

from captivity in Babylonia about 50 years later—the endpoint of this book.How Do We Know

What We Know?Thousands of years have passed since the Israelites, Philistines, and

Phoenicians planted crops, built their homes, and baked their bread. It’s amazing that we know

anything at all about their lives. In fact, we have several fine sources: the Bible, other ancient

writings, and archaeology.Containing the Israelites’ sacred stories, history, and law, the Hebrew

Bible tells us much about daily life during the Iron Age. It can’t answer all our questions—it’s a

religious book, after all, not a cookbook, building manual, or fashion magazine. Also, much of it

was written down long after the time periods it talks about, leading scholars to wonder if the

customs it describes come from Iron Age times or later. They also wonder if the Israelites

accurately described their enemies—the Philistines, for example.Secrets in a NameFor many

centuries, Westerners wondered about the exact locations of many places named in the Bible.

For example, the Bible mentioned a city called Shiloh—but where was it exactly? No one knew.
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Will Riddle, “Christian homeschooler. I debated about whether to buy this book for a Christian

homeschooling unit on ancient Israel. It is one of the only in-print books that talks about the

Philistines and Phoenicians, so it is worth the purchase for just that.However, I did not

appreciate most of the activities in this book, and it is nowhere near as fun as the Ancient

Egyptians book from the same author. The text is much harder to read... upper elementary at

least. The photos are black and white and the activity boxes are smaller and not as lively. The

font is rather small too. It's informative with more pages of solid reading.More importantly, the

activities are not as numerous or as neat. Probably because information on the Philistines and

Phoenicians is not nearly as plentiful as Eygptians or Mesopotamians. There were few

activities, really, and some of them were stretching it a little. Writing on a smashed pot to copy

Israelites writing on broken clay? Tying a headscarf around your head as a distinctive activity

for Phoenicians? Designing a Greek hearth room for the Philistines? I don't know. I guess I

just had higher expectations.The main value of this book is the reference material. Again, it is

one of the only books out there with vital information about these biblical cultures. It is great as

a reference resource. Includes a lot of photos of real artifacts. But it is not a little kid-friendly

activity book.  I wouldn't recommend it for kids under third grade, and maybe fifth grade ideally.”

Tatiana Mosley, “Great book!. Great book with fun activities for both kids and parents. My

daughter truly enjoyed it!”

M. Heiss, “This was great. Earlier this year, I read the book "The Great Sea" by David Abulafia

  

The Great Sea: A Human History of the Mediterranean

  

  

. It was very useful for getting a feel for the human history of the Mediterranean.This book

focused on the Philistines, Phoenicians, and Israelites and offered projects to look at the

technology, building styles, trade goods, and interactions among these three groups.Great



projects -- very doable by kids with NORMAL MATERIALS -- clay, shoe boxes, milk jugs, paper,

string. Handy to have some leather cord.We did a number of these projects while we studied

Ancient Israel.”

Mom, “Five Stars. Good resource”

jojaca3, “Five Stars. As described.”

D. Martin, “A very good ancient Israelites resource.. The item was as described. The price was

great. It arrived shortly. A very good ancient Israelites resource.”

N. R. Johnson, “Outstanding resource!. What a pleasant surprise! This book could be used for

religious OR public school. It not only gives insights as to how people lived in ancient times,

but helps students recreate aspects of it so that they can relate it to their lives of today. The

book explains how life was, and then allows students to create food, clothing and housing

models so that they can see how those ancient cultures influenced our culture today.”

Anamaria, “Five Stars. excellent book”

The book by Marian Broida has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 27 people have provided feedback.
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